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X-Force/Cable 2010-01-06 it s the exciting sequel to messiah complex cyclops has complete faith that
his son cable will do everything he can to protect the so called mutant messiah who he believes will
save mutantkind but he also knows what havoc former x man lucas bishop has wreaked in the
nightmarish future so now he s sent his black ops team the x force on a risky time traveling mission
to save cable and the child completely unaware that there s something else waiting for them in the
future something not even bishop was counting on collects x force cable messiah war x force 2008
14 16 cable 2008 13 15
X-Force / Cable 2010-01-06 the x men feel the birth of a single mutant child is the last hope for the
mutants survival and are willing to go to any lengths to protect her from bishop who believes the
baby will destroy them all
Messiah War 2008 cable is given the task of protecting the last offspring of the dying mutant race
will ensuring her survival guarantee its extinction
X-Men Milestones: Messiah War 2020-04-29 collects x force cable messiah war 2009 1 cable
2008 13 15 x force 2008 14 16 x men future history the messiah war sourcebook 2009 1 the biggest
and best adventures of marvel s mighty mutants these are the x men milestones months ago cyclops
gave cable custody of the first mutant born since m day an infant many see as mutantkind s last
hope cable took her into the future but soon found himself trapped there with the relentless bishop
in hot pursuit intent on killing the child now cyclops has finally located cable and is sending the
black ops squad x force forward in time to help but bishop has a horrifying new ally and x force will
find a death trap waiting for them is the child called hope the savior of mutantkind or the bringer of
the apocalypse the past present and future converge in one blockbuster blowout
Cable Vol. 2 2018-04-25 meanwhile back in the present in the aftermath of the messiah complex war



cyclops took a leap of faith and allowed his son cable to disappear into the time stream with the first
new mutant birth since m day and the future of the dwindling mutant population tucked under his
arm weeks later he still waits for a sign however small that he made the right decision with evidence
pointing to the fact that bishop has jumped into the timestream and is hot on cable s trail the x men
s unquestioned leader is about to make one final power move to protect the fate of mutantkind one
that he might come to regret collects cable 6 10 and king sized cable
Cable 2018-12-24 collects cable 2008 1 12 king size cable 1 x men the times life of lucas bishop 1 3
x men future history the messiah war sourcebook cable is a man on a mission once again to protect
the first mutant born since m day cable flees with the girl into the timestream and now must raise
young hope as his daughter but hot on their trail is the relentless bishop a former ally turned deadly
foe who believes that the child must die at any cost and to make matters worse cable s time machine
is broken and they can only travel forward can cable protect hope from unforeseeable future
dangers from cyborg bears to cockroach armies to nuclear armageddon can cyclops back in the
present day find a way to take the fight to bishop and will hope survive to save the mutant race
Cable: The Last Hope Vol. 2 2008 the birth of a single mutant child changed the landscape of the x
men s world some saw the baby as mutantkind s last hope others as its doom cable took the girl into
the future believing he could save both hope and their entire species but lucas bishop has wreaked
havoc across time and space trying to hunt them down now cyclops sends x force into the future to
help cable and hope and the messiah war begins can a weakened cable triumph over bishop stryfe
and apocalypse raise hope to adulthood and bring her home and what happens when hope s mutant
powers manifest cable and hope s survival skills will be put to the test like never before and the fate
of mutantkind rests on their shoulders collecting x force cable messiah war 1 cable 2008 13 25 x



force 2008 14 16 x men hope 1
Messiah Complex 2010-04-07 in the aftermath of house of m decimation and endangered species the
future of mutants has never been bleaker at the seeming end of their evolutionary cycle a miracle
arrives in the form of the first mutant birth since the tragic events of m day when the scarlet witch
obliterated the x gene from virtually every mutant on the planet page 4 of cover
X-Force Vol. 3 2010 cyclops and wolverine struggle to deal with the growing threats facing mutants
while still keeping x force s existence a secret from the x men warpath is out for vengeance
wolfsbane is missing and x 23 keeps cutting off pieces of vanisher but worst of all one mutant s
deadly actions will put mutantkind squarely back in the crosshairs of humanity things were bad
before but they re about to get a hell of lot worse collects x force 12 13 17 19
Stranded 2014-03-25 cable is given the task of protecting the last offspring of the dying mutant race
will ensuring her survival guarantee its extinction
X-Force by Craig Kyle & Chris Yost 2011-07-13 they re the x men s black ops strike team created
to go places and do things the regular squad can t or won t they re the best trackers and killers the x
men have to off er wolverine x 23 warpath wolfsbane archangel and more they re x force when the
purifi ers resurrect some of the most heinous mutant murderers in history x force launch into battle
with claws out and teeth bared but can they rescue a teammate and put an end to basti on s
machinations and when the lethal legacy virus is stolen x force must take on the marauders while
warpath hunts down the demon bear but can the team save their friends from the leper queen before
they run out of time literally plus wolverine takes on hydra solo collecting x force 2008 1 13 x force
special ain t no dog material from x force annual 2010 1
X-Force 2009 just when you thought it was over we pull you back in it s the x force story everyone s



been talking about finally delivered wolverine and domino have always had a special relationship but
everything goes upside down when the assassins guild puts out a hit on our gun wielding bombshell
why do they want her dead and more importantly how many people have to die before wolverine and
domino can spend some quality time together get ready for the sexiest blood soaked ride craig kyle
and chris yost have ever delivered as they join forces with international superstar gabriele dell otto
to offer up their final x force story plus grant morrison and leinil yu bring you the story of how
wolverine and domino first got together in the pages of new x men
Waiting for the End of the World 2012-05-16 originally published in single magazine form as cable 6
10 and king size cable spectacular 1 t p verso
Avengers 2018-10-24 cable is back and he s got just 24 hours to wipe the avengers from the pages of
history how has cable been reborn where has he been since second coming and what dark event has
driven him to destroy the avengers the answers are just the tip of an iceberg that threatens to smash
the marvel universe to smithereens a crucial new series by the creators behind superman batman
and hulk jeph loeb and ed mcguinness setting up 2012 s status quo shattering epic collecting
avengers x sanction 1 4
Cable: Soldier X 2011-07-06 collecting cable 1993 97 107 and soldier x 1 12 nathan summers takes
his war to the real world in this gritty and darkly humorous reinvention of cable s mission nathan
refocuses his priorities from super villains to more street level threats traveling the world to stamp
out injustice one hotspot at a time whether it s taking on terrorists trying to topple peru s
government preventing ethnic cleansing in albania or protecting a young mutant in russia soldier x
is spreading his powerful philosophy of peace across the globe but he s facing a flare up of the
techno organic virus that has plagued him since childhood can he gain control of his plight once and



for all old allies blaquesmith and irene merryweather return as nathan battles to save the world from
itself in this unique and unpredictable era in cable s history
X-Men 2017-03-22 collects x men hope x men blind science x men hellbound 1 3 and x factor 204
206
X-Force Epic Collection 2020-10-06 the new mutants graduate into x force cable turns his young
charges into a mutant militia that means business cannonball boom boom warpath domino
shatterstar and feral go in guns blazing and swords swinging not to mention all the claws knives and
explosions they re on the hunt for the mysterious stryfe and his mutant liberation front but what is
the villain s uncanny connection to cable x force will take on all comers from deadpool and the
morlocks to the new brotherhood of evil mutants collecting volume 1 x force 1991 1 15 annual 1
spider man 1990 16 wolverine 1988 54
The Head of Mimir 2018-11-28 the young heimdall must undertake a mighty quest to save odin
and all of asgard in the first heroic fantasy novel set in marvel s incredible legends of asgard it is a
dark time for asgard the all father is trapped in a bewitched odinsleep inspiring an all out assault
from the frost giants they evade the gods defenses with uncommon ease as if guided by augury
heimdall a quick witted young warrior still finding his place amongst asgard s defenders believes it
no coincidence that odin lies enchanted and that the giants are so well informed sneaking into odin s
inner chambers he discovers that the severed head of mimir a great source of wisdom is missing
accompanied by his sister lady sif heimdall must quest across the nine realms to retrieve it lest
mighty asgard fall
X-Men 2020-06-30 collecting x men 1991 188 199 and 200 204 a stories and x men annual 2007 1
mike carey reinvigorates the x men a shaken sabretooth arrives at the x men s doorstep asking for



asylum but what could possibly strike terror into the heart of victor creed the children of the vault
have risen and they spell doom for the x men rogue must assemble a dangerous new squad including
mystique cable lady mastermind and sabretooth but when a terrifying alien threat emerges can
rogue hold on to her sanity meanwhile the deadliest foes in the x men s history the marauders return
and gambit is front and center among their ranks why are the marauders eliminating specific
mutants and what prize do they plan to rip from the x men s hands it s an exciting new direction for
the x men that sets up the status quo for the messiah complex event
X-Men Milestones: Second Coming 2010-12-29 the biggest and best adventures of marvel s mighty
mutants these are the x men milestones mutants have never had it worse the mutant population is
down to a mere 181 in the last year only one mutant has been born the girl called hope believed to
be the mutant messiah who will reignite the species hope was raised in the future by cable and now
the two have returned but the human league is bent on eradicating earth s final mutants and they
see hope s death as the final nail in the coffin as bastion and his allies unleash a merciless all out
assault on the x men everything rests on hope s shoulders will this be mutantkind s end collecting
second coming prepare 2009 second coming 2010 1 2 uncanny x men 1981 523 525 new mutants
2009 12 14 x men legacy 2008 235 237 x force 2008 26 28
X-Necrosha 2014-09-09 necrosha the massive event tying x force x men legacy and new mutants
selene s inner circle stands revealed and her master plan has been set into motion watch as the the
resurrected dead lay siege to the x men s headquarters and the fight to survive the black queen s
vengeance begins but while warpath and wolverine realize what s happening they may be too late to
stop it because selene is already well on her way to achieving ultimate power half a world away plus
the rest of the x men fight mutants back from the dead collecting new x men 32 x force 11 21 25 new



mutants 6 8 x men legacy 231 234 x force new mutants necrosha one shot x necrosha the gathering
material from x force annual
X-Force by Craig Kyle & Chris Yost 2011-06-15 x force returns from the future but as they race to
defuse the leper queen and sapien league s plot x 23 is captured by the facility now her only hope is
s h i e l d agent morales but can either of them survive against kimura the one foe x 23 has never
beaten meanwhile wolfsbane is reunited with x force just as selene s forces descend on utopia x
force fights an unsettlingbattle against selene s army of undead mutants including former teammate
caliban and warpath s brother thunderbird collecting x force 2008 17 25 x necrosha the gathering x
force sex violence 1 3 material from x necrosha x force annual 2010 1
X-Men 2007-01-31 we re in knee deep in the heroic age and the x men are smack dab in the center
of the marvel universe chris yost returns to the x books to tell a story that pits two fan favorite x men
up against a major spider man villain who are these x men and why are they wearing disguises also
fantomex and batroc fight over a stolen diamond
Cable & Deadpool Vol. 2 2013-09-19 collects cable deadpool 7 12 a floating city promises hope for
humans and mutants alike but if cable plans to be earth s savior will deadpool accept the role of
judas plus the traumatic tragic and tantric events of the burnt offering have left cable well
regurgitated now deadpool has to save the day even if it means confronting his fear of very big
headed villains and the challenge of finding someone who can fix technology from thousands of
years in the future
The New Avengers: Secrets & lies 2019-07-16 formed by captain america following the collapse of
the original team the new avengers including spider man wolverine and iron man must fight the
mysterious forces at play around them



Uncanny X-Men 2017-11-28 collects uncanny x men the heroic age uncanny x men 526 529 in the
wake of second coming the x men deal with the changes in their world friends have died lives are
changed but is that a light on the horizon the new world begins here
Cable & X-Force Omnibus 2018-04-11 when the villainous upstarts target x force and the new
warriors the teen teams must join forces to survive meanwhile cable forges an uneasy alliance with
magneto s acolytes when omega red strikes but can he save lee forrester from d spayre and belasco
x force faces both past and future when the nimrod sentinel is born and the externals come calling
but why is former teammate dani moonstar serving with the mlf and when the alien phalanx kidnap
the x men can x force x factor and excalibur stop the spread of their techno organic terror plus cable
and storm take on apocalypse s dark riders but who is genesis gruesome secrets about feral s family
come to light and reignfire s identity is revealed at last collecting x force 1991 32 43 annual 3 cable
1993 9 20 new warriors 1990 45 46 x factor 1986 106 excalibur 1988 82 wolverine 1988 85
Cable: The Hellfire Hunt 2015-05-20 an action packed era for the mutant out of time when cable
saves reporter irene merryweather from the hellfire club he learns of their plot to slay apocalypse
and seize his power cable can t let that happen and he can t let apocalypse return either can irene
help him save the world or will she just paint another bull s eye on her back then cable finds himself
in wakanda can he and the black panther silence klaw master of sound domino returns but there s a
price on her head can cable rescue his mentor without his powers and will cable and machine man
be allies or enemies plus flash back to cable s arrival in the present and his fi rst battle with
wolverine collecting cable 1993 1 48 58 cable machine man annual 1998 machine man bastion
annual 1998 wolverine cable 1
Cable Vol. 2 2009-01-28 collects cable 2017 150 154 cable has made it his one man mission to



preserve all of time itself but when a disturbance in the timestream sends him back to the recent
past he finds a mutant killer he won t be able to handle alone nathan has led teams of x men before
but none like this get ready for the newer mutants longshot shatterstar x 23 armor blink doop but
what makes these heroes so uniquely qualified to answer the call as an unknown enemy targets
members of the ancient group known as the externals cable s crew is on the case and their
investigation leads straight to the vampiric selene but while the externals are dying one by one a
familiar face from their number is back but can gideon s return be in any way welcome
Cable Vol. 4 2018-04-25 collects cable 2008 21 25 from the moment cable jumped into the time
stream with the infant mutant messiah he s had only one goal keep hope alive until she can choose
her own destiny but now stranded on a planet in its death throes eating fried rat on a stick for the
millionth time hope turns to cable and tells him she s ready to go home thus begins homecoming the
penultimate chapter in the x men saga that began with messiah complex it s not only zero hour for
cable and hope but also for the mutant hunting them lucas bishop who is rapidly running out of
chances to save mutantkind and the world because if hope does make it back to the present
everything changes for the x men
X-Force Vol. 1 2005 there are lines that the x men have sworn never to cross but after the shocking
events of messiah complex cyclops realizes that some enemies need to be dealt with permanently
and the x men can never know about it enter wolverine warpath x 23 and wolfsbane x force collects
x force 2008 1 6
Spirits Of Vengeance 2007-06-13 collects spirits of vengeance 1 5 a dead angel a silver bullet a
kept promise for ages the war between heaven and hell raged in the unseen corners of society with
both sides in delicate balance but when an undercover angel is murdered the scales are tipped now



johnny blaze must find the killers and punish them but he won t do it alone a deadly team rises from
the darkest depths of the marvel universe to form an unholy alliance ghost rider hellstorm satana
blade they are the spirits of vengeance and they must unravel a plot against god himself the forces
of necrodamus mean to unleash a deicidal rampage not seen since the old testament as the drums of
war beat louder and louder only the spirits of vengeance stand between the armies of heaven and
hell
X-Force Cable 2018-03-13 cable domino cannonball shatterstar warpath and all the rest are back
new heroes new villains and big action x force just the way you want it
New X-Men 2013-02-19 only emma frost protested when wolverine brought x 23 into xavier s now
her worst fears are realized when the facility sends a team to capture cessily while she s away from
the institute with x 23
Despicable Deadpool Vol. 1 2009 deadpool kills cable you heard that right no more being a hero
deadpool is a wanted man and he s back to doing what he does best killing people what better way
to show you re serious about going bad than killing your best friend get ready for a brutal fight
collecting despicable deadpool 287 291
X-Force Omnibus - Volume 1 2024-07-09 beset from all sides by a growing roster of vicious foes
the new mutants and their mysterious mentor cable have no choice but to transform into a proactive
butt kicking take no prisoners mutant strike team but can the new x force survive head on clashes
with deadpool the morlocks proteus stryfe and his mutant liberation front the juggernaut the new
brotherhood of evil mutants and s h i e l d collecting new mutants 1983 98 100 annual 7 x men
annual 1970 15 x factor annual 6 x force 1991 1 15 spider man 1990 16 cable blood metal 1 2
material from new war riors annual 1 x force annual 1992 1



Utopia 2018-04-24 norman osborn runs the avengers promising america a new day of safety and
security cyclops leads the x men determined to free mutantkind from the forces of cold impersonal
unreasoning institutional racism that threatens them both leaders are locked in a high stakes chess
match with the prize being their respective visions of utopia and emma frost the one piece that could
make either the winner but which side of the board is she on plus who are the dark x men find out
the secrets behind this uncanny assemblage of mutants including cloak dagger daken and namor the
sub mariner p 4 of cover
Uncanny X-Force by Rick Remender Omnibus [New Printing 2] rick remender puts the
uncanny into x force in an epic critically acclaimed run psylocke archangel deadpool and fantomex
sign up for wolverine s secret squad of assassins but their first mission to find and deal with the
reborn apocalypse casts a long shadow as the members of x force struggle to come to terms with
their actions one among them unravels in what could only be called the dark angel saga startlingly
familiar deathloks a return to the age of apocalypse a warring otherworld and the all new all deadly
brotherhood of evil mutants await in remender s extraordinary exploration of the ethics of execution
featuring the stunning art of jerome opena esad ribic phil noto and more collecting uncanny x force
2010 1 35 5 1 and 19 1 and material from wolverine road to hell wolverine dangerous games
deadpool 2010 1000 and all new wolverine saga
Cable: The Last Hope cable is a man on a mission once again to protect the fi rst mutant born since
m day cable flees into the timestream with her and now must raise young hope as his daughter but
hot on their trail is the relentless bishop a former ally turned deadly foe who believes that the child
must die at any cost and to make matters worse cable s time machine is broken and they can only
travel forward can cable protect hope from unforeseeable future dangers from cyborg bears to



cockroach armies to nuclear armageddon can cyclops back in the present day find a way to take the
fight to bishop and will hope survive to save the mutant race collecting cable 2008 1 12 king size
cable 1 x men the times life of lucas bishop 1 3 x men future history the messiah war sourcebook
Generation Hope generation hope 1 5
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